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Naples Grande Beach Resort:
Luxurious Convention Site

P

lan to take a break from “business as usual” on October 3-5 to
learn from stimulating education
sessions, hear thought-provoking
speakers, experience unparalleled networking,
compete in unique team building events, and
engage with suppliers at an upgraded Product
Fair – all the while enjoying balmy weather at the
luxurious Naples Grande Beach Resort.
Photo courtesy of Naples Grande Beach Resort

Advanced Estimating
Seminar: Reinvigorating
Specialized Skills
After a while, tasks can become rote and thinking can grow stale. In the updated Advanced
Estimating Seminar curriculum, presenters
encourage registrants to “think outside the box,”
says AWI Estimating Team Lead Luke Remmert.
Updating the Seminar
When the Advanced Estimating team was faced
with the task of updating the seminar, they
decided to basically start over and look at the
course with fresh eyes. Out of the previously
successful seminar grew an itinerary
that is more applicable to an advanced estimator with a “focus on strategic thinking,” Luke
told NewsBriefs.
continued on page 6
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Get it all at the 66th AWI Annual Convention in Naples, Florida—information, fun and festivities in a lush setting. Refresh your mind, lighten
your spirit, dive into glistening pools and delight in beach-side activities.
The Naples Grande Beach Resort is an all-suites hotel with an
atmosphere of relaxed sophistication, featuring miles of sun soaked
beach and three sparkling pools; a full service luxury spa; seven restaurants and bars to satisfy your culinary preferences; a championship
golf course; and 15 tennis courts.
Registration opens soon at www.awinet.org. z
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Coming Next Month
• Convention Education
• Convention Networking
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Best Practice Groups: The Tie That Binds

When

issues arise that threaten to derail
the smooth operation of your business, where do you turn? At least 79
AWI Manufacturing Members turn to AWI Best Practice
Groups (BPGs).
To learn why
BUSINESS TOOLS
BPGs are the
basis of strong, supportive relationships – even beyond the
BPG – NewsBriefs recently spoke with Bruce Spitz and John
Leininger, members of one of the largest AWI Best Practice
Groups. Comprised of 10 members, BPG #3 was formed in
2005 and it is going strong.

BONDS FORMED AMONG BEST
PRACTICE GROUP MEMBERS COME IN
HANDY ESPECIALLY DURING A CRISIS.
Why Did You Join?
NewsBriefs asked AWI President Bruce Spitz of Classic
Millwork & Products, Inc. what motivated him to join a BPG.
He heard about these AWI member forums through volunteering in AWI and in speaking with AWI members he knew
who belonged to BPG #3. “They advised me they received
a lot of satisfaction from the group, gained help from group
members, shared information and provided direction,” Bruce
said. “It sounded like a way to get assistance for my business
and give back.”
John Leininger of Leininger Cabinet & Woodworking
joined BPG #3 (as an original member) because he was attempting to get active within AWI at the national level. “I had
heard good reports about the first two BPGs, and I liked the
idea of peer-to-peer consultation rather than tapping into a
profit-making outside consultant,” John said.

2018 AWI Sponsors

Founding Sponsor

What Binds the Group?
The group of 10 members are similar in size, vary in
sales volume, and are headquartered in different parts of
the country.
“I found that all of our group’s members are fine individuals,
and are generally concerned about helping out. We’ve become
friends outside of the Best Practices Group and AWI,” John
advised.
John added that after so many years, he feels "The return
on investment comes from putting so much into the group, by
working hard, being accountable for actions, and following up
at the next meeting.”
Help with Any Crisis
Over time, NewsBriefs has learned that bonds formed among
Best Practice Group members come in handy especially
during a crisis. Bruce advised that one member’s roof caved
in due to heavy snow and group members provided support to
him. John recounted a strange coincidence involving a previ-

“I had heard good reports about the first two
BPGs, and I liked the idea of peer-to-peer
consultation rather than tapping into a
profit-making outside consultant.”
ously undiagnosed illness experienced by a member’s daughter. Another group member recognized the symptoms that
a relative of his had. It was a “one in a million disease” that
was subsequently diagnosed as the same condition, providing
great relief to the parents.
What Are the Take-aways?
John affirmed, “It’s been the best decision I’ve made for my
business. We’ve worked on big projects together. The group

Sustaining Sponsors

Level 1 Sponsors

Level 2 Sponsor

AWI thanks these annual sponsors for their additional
support of AWI which helps to fund the association’s
programs, publications and other services for members. AWI Manufacturing Members are encouraged to
connect with these suppliers anytime at www.awinet.
org whenever a need arises for their services.
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The Architectural Woodwork Institute
helped knock out one of the Standard of Excellence Award
winning projects that was published in Design Solutions.
It’s good to know that if you have a problem, group members
will help out.”
“The best benefits of a BPG are networking, relationship
building, and sources for answers to questions and suggested
solutions to problems,” Bruce said.

FAR AND AWAY, BPG #3 IS THE BEST
INDUSTRY RELATED GROUP I’VE
JOINED WHILE IN THE ARCHITECTURAL
WOODWORK BUSINESS.
Why Should You Join a BPG?
“In the 30 plus years I’ve been in the cabinetmaking business,
I’ve never encountered anything like Best Practice Groups.
Far and away, BPG #3 is the best industry related group I’ve
joined while in the architectural woodwork business. You
must be willing to engage in a high level of honesty and trust
for the group to be successful,” Bruce noted. “Participation
involves time away from your company, but you come away
with far more than you give, solutions to problems and new
things to try.”
“Based on trust, our BPG discusses numbers, shares company policies and methods of operating, discusses machinery
purchase information and experiences, and more.” John said,
“You don’t have anything to lose. You can’t go in with idea of
what group will do for you; rather, you join with the goal of
building long-term relationships. Best Practice Groups are a
great resource.”
Learn more about AWI Best Practice Groups by contacting
AWI staff liaison Liz DiFiore at ldifiore@awinet.org. z
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2018 AWI President Bruce B. Spitz is President of Classic Millwork
& Products, Inc. (El Paso, Texas), which he founded in 1987. An AWI
Manufacturing Member since 1994, Classic Millwork & Products is
a custom commercial cabinet manufacturer and installer. The firm
is a Quality Certification Program Licensee. A 30-year architectural
woodwork industry veteran with a degree in Accounting and experience in retail and manufacturing, Bruce was elected Treasurer of AWI
in 2012, succeeded to Vice President and then in 2017 to Presidentelect. He has a long history of volunteer involvement in AWI as Chair
of the Education, Finance and Audit Committees, Leader of the eCost
Book Task Force, and as a member
of the Cost Book and Financial
Management Committees. Bruce
also has been an active Estimating
Seminar Team leader and presenter
as well as a Gold Presenter with
the AWI Speakers Bureau. He was
instrumental in establishing and
chartering the West Texas Chapter
of AWI in 2006, and has served as
its President and Treasurer. Bruce
is the Immediate Past Chair of the
Quality Certification Corporation
and a former Treasurer.
John Leininger, a 39-year veteran of
the architectural woodwork industry,
is President and CEO of Leininger
Cabinet & Woodworking, Inc. of
Lexington, KY. A committed volunteer within AWI, John served on the
Board of Directors, and has chaired
the AWI Education Committee, the
Speakers Bureau, and the Global
Competition Task Force. His other
AWI volunteer service includes
prior membership on the G-28 Task
Force, the Cost Book Committee,
the Nominating Committee and the
Development Council, the latter
of which John chaired from 2007-2009. John has served as the AWI
Advanced Estimating Seminar Team Chair and as a presenter for many
years. He is also an Honorary Life Member of AWI. A 34-year member of
the AWI Ohio Valley Chapter, John also served as the group’s President
and Vice President. Following his graduation from the University of
Kentucky, John gained formal training as a career woodworker in the
67-year old Leininger family business which is now in its third generation. The company joined AWI as a Manufacturing Member in 1982, and
is a QCP Licensee. John was honored by AWI with the prestigious AWI
President’s Award in 2017.

Level 4 Sponsors
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CONVENTION WATCH

Featured Presenter Announced for 2018 Convention

The

66th AWI Annual
Convention will be held
amid tropical breezes in
Naples on Florida’s Paradise Coast, October 3-5,
with a captivating lineup of speakers and education sessions to energize your spirit.
Featured Presentation
Certified Speaking Professional Jeff Tobe
will be delivering two sessions at the convention. On Thursday, October 3, he will focus on
“Coloring Outside the Lines™: Creating a NEW
Customer Experience.”
This high-energy, participatory, humorous session has
received outstanding reviews from diverse groups around the
world. Jeff will challenge you to step outside your comfort
zone in positioning yourself more creatively than ever before.
He provides the insight you require to give yourself the “competitive edge” in the industry.
“To be effective in today’s marketplace, you must force
yourself to look at your organization’s EXPERIENCE from a
different perspective,” Jeff said.
Jeff is not just entertaining—he provides real “tools” to creatively engage your internal and external stakeholder. With
the push to competitive advantage in the marketplace, Jeff
encourages people to stop competing on customer service!
He believes in the power of creativity to look at business
from a new perspective and accept that customer service is
no longer the bar that distinguishes us from our competitors.
“We now have to consider our internal and external customers'
experiences from the minute they make contact with us to the
minute they are done!”

Insight Session
During Jeff ’s second session, “Let’s Get Engaged:
Focusing Inward to Create Profits & Passion,”
on Friday, October 5, Jeff does not ask you to
marry him! What he does is make you aware
of how important it is to get people engaged at
what they do every day. Business is changing at
lightning speed. “What if we looked internally to
make it easier externally? In other words, what
if we considered how to get ourselves, our team
and our stakeholders more engaged at what they
do so that it will ultimately have an impact on the
‘customer’ experience?” Jeff postures.
In his usual high-energy, high-humor and high-content
style, Jeff walks audiences through the “Four Pillars of
Engagement.” Don’t miss this session to learn what they are
and how to incorporate them into a best practice. Registration
opens soon at www.awinet.org. z

This high-energy, participatory,
humorous session has received
outstanding reviews from diverse
groups around the world.
Jeff Tobe, M.Ed., CSP is the author of the wildly popular book Coloring
Outside The Lines and co-author of the best-selling books The Sales
Coach and The Communication Coach. Over 20 years as a speaker,
trainer, and business consultant has given Jeff the experience to apply
best practices from leading companies to improve the customer experience across a wide range of industries.

The AWI Convention Presidential Social
& Dinner on Thursday, October 4 will deliver a beauti-

ful setting beachside at the Naples Grande Beach Resort.
Picture the calm waters, a gorgeous setting-sun, soft white
sand, and candle-lighted ambiance. What could be more
beautiful on a balmy evening at this luxurious resort on
Florida’s Paradise Coast? Join old friends and new acquaintances in honoring the 2018 AWI President and incoming
President who will take the helm in 2019. This will be one of
AWI’s most memorable President’s dinners. z
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2018 Convention
Sessions Announced
Details about the informative education sessions
slated for the 2018 AWI Convention, October 3-5,
are coming soon. Meanwhile, AWI is pleased to
announce the speakers and sessions.
Opening Keynote—
Marketing with a Purpose: Closing the Deal
Clyde Fessler, Former Business Development VP,
Harley-Davidson Motor Company

l
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PRODUCT FAIR GOES BIG
AT 2018 AWI CONVENTION
The 66th AWI Annual Convention will be infused with a fresh networking approach October 3-5 at the Naples Grande Beach Resort on
Florida’s Paradise Coast.

Discovery Panels
#1 Potential to Profits: Unique Approaches to
Hiring & Retaining Talent
Ethan Adams, Adams Group; Andrew
Campbell, Eastern Millwork; Phil Cohen, Cohen
Architectural Woodworking; and Samantha
Parenti, Parenti & Raffaelli Ltd.
#2 From Different Perspectives: AWI’s
ANSI Standards
Mike Coticchio, Cain Millwork; Ashley Goodin,
Architectural Woodwork Institute;
Julia Hall, CSI, CCS, CCCA, LS3P; Greg Parham,
AWI Quality Certification Program
Featured Presentation—

Coloring Outside the Lines™
Jeff Tobe, Certified Speaking Professional
Insight Session—Let’s Get Engaged: Focusing
Inward to Create Profits and Passion
Jeff Tobe, Certified Speaking Professional
Closing Keynote—What the Future Holds
Connor Lokar, ITR Economics™
Watch for news in the July and August editions of
NewsBriefs as well as online at www.awinet.org. z

AWI has secured an outstanding and spacious location for our
exhibitor tables and is expanding the time for face-to-face meeting with
our Manufacturing Members and guests. The Product Fair will run
throughout the convention, starting on Wednesday night with a Happy
Hour before the Welcome Reception on the terrace.
The all-day exhibit time will give AWI Annual Sponsors as well as
Convention Sponsors and exhibitors greatly expanded access to existing and potential new customers. Stay tuned for more news. z

Team Challenges:
How Are Your Building Skills?

T

he 66th AWI Annual Convention will feature two Team
Building beach events, and what better place is there for
teams to compete than the sandy beaches and pristine
water at the Naples Grande Beach Resort!
We will get into teams on Wednesday, October 3 to build a boat!
Each team will work together to construct a boat that will float in the
warm gulf waters.
The teams will work together throughout the convention to gather
tools for the next adventure. Armed with your new-found tools and
relationships, you will head back to the beach to build spectacular
sand castles on Friday, October 5.
Teams will be judged on creativity, teamwork, leadership and communications. z
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LEARNING FORUM

Advanced Estimating Seminar... (cont. from page 1)



Attendees gave the seminar a 100% overall
satisfaction rating of “very good” to “excellent.”
With the third delivery of the
updated seminar in April, the postevent survey of registrants confirmed that the seminar is garnering
high marks from attendees. “Very
well presented. Good content and
clearly presented,” said one attendee, a sentiment that others repeated.
Attendees gave the seminar a 100%
overall satisfaction rating of “very
good” to “excellent.”
The revamped seminar is more
interactive, which registrants appreciated, reporting on the survey that
they “enjoyed the open discussions
between tables” and learning by hearing “different styles of estimating” as
well as “networking.”
Program Features
Luke told NewsBriefs that the lab
exercises included problem-solving
about assignments that are not different from those encountered every

Advanced Estimating Seminar
September 27-28
Where: Charlotte, NC
Host: AWI Carolinas Chapter
Information / Registration:
www.awinet.org
The course is designed for estimators who have some experience in
their field.
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day on the job. The
attendees are learning from the expert
presenters and each
other. “We guide
them in taking a step
back and thinking
about estimating
and sales as integrated elements.”
One of the benefits
of the seminar has
been the overwhelming audience response to the two-hour module about
software options. “We present an
objective picture of what options are
out there and let the group discuss
them,” Luke said. “A lot of architectural woodworkers are still using a
home-grown Excel sheet.” Obviously,
there are other options.

•

Seminar Highlights
A
 ttendees are given a form and
checklist for developing their
own estimating process in a lab
exercise.

•
•

D
 uring the Data Loop module, we
talk about comparing their initial
estimating costs against their
actual costs. This guides attendees to learn from those estimates
so that they can be more accurate
in the future.
T
 he Estimating Showdown
focuses on a unique example of
a project Luke’s company built.
“Giving them a fixed labor rate

and some other figures, we ask
them to come up with a price
within a 45-minute exercise.
Whoever is closest to the actual
Remmert cost receives a gift
card,” Luke said.
Other modules also focus on strategic thinking. For example, the
Estimating Communication module
relates to handoff. “After winning
the project, we discuss the desirable
communication for the next team on
the project. We have internal customers,” Luke emphasized.
Biggest Take-aways
Attendees leave the seminar having
participated in lab activities to
validate the effectiveness of their
processes, taking home concrete
examples to utilize. “The biggest
take-aways are the tools and dialogue throughout the seminar that
has given them a new way of thinking about their estimating team and
process,” Luke said.

The Architectural Woodwork Institute
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“Some people think attendance will give
them a silver bullet. We can only give them
tools and ideas to take back, apply and/or
modify to fit their companies.” The postseminar surveys confirm that the takeaways are more than satisfactory returns
on their investment. z
Luke Remmert is president of Remmert &
Company of Tuscaloosa, AL. He wears many hats,
of course, including estimating, sales, engineering and purchasing materials. He began working
at the family business founded in 1947 during the
summers when he was 11. After earning a degree
in Building Science from Auburn University, Luke
worked for a general contractor for four years
before returning to Tuscaloosa to help his parents
rebuild their business which was destroyed by
a tornado in 2011. Around 100 employees at
Remmert & Company’s 63,000 sq. ft. facilities
design and produce custom commercial architectural millwork that
they install for healthcare and higher education facilities, financial
institutions, offices and
places of worship. After
serving as an Advanced
Estimating Seminar team
member for three years,
he succeeded as Team
Lead seven months ago.
The company has been
an AWI Manufacturing
Member since 2009, and
is a Quality Certification
Program Licensee. www.
remmertcompany.com

"A LOT OF ARCHITECTURAL
WOODWORKERS ARE STILL
USING A HOME-GROWN
EXCEL SHEET.” THERE
ARE OTHER OPTIONS."
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Turned on by AWI Education
–ARE YOU?

N

ewsBriefs occasionally speaks with AWI Manufacturing Members
about the association’s education offerings to gauge the relevancy
and impact of the deliveries. We recently spoke with Travis Gingery,
Vice President of Custom Woodworks, Ltd. in Sioux City, Iowa.

LEARNING
Finance Made Simple
Travis attended a Financial
Management Seminar last October hosted
by the AWI Iowa/Nebraska Chapter. He advised, “Finance and accounting are intimidating, especially for woodworkers who are not
necessarily college educated. The Financial
Management Seminar presenters simplified
the topic to make it more easily understandable. My participation resulted in an instant
return on investment.”
The next Financial Management Seminar
is slated for November 2 and will be hosted
by the AWI Ohio Valley Chapter. Watch for
information in AWI e-briefs when registration
opens in the coming months.

FORUM

Spring Conference Insights
Travis subsequently attended the 2018 AWI Spring Leadership Conference in
Omaha, NE for the first time. He said is was due primarily to its 85-mile distance
from Sioux City, IA, but equally important, he was attracted initially by the presenters, particularly Marc Sanderson of Wilkie Sanderson and Eric Fetzer of Fetzer
Architectural Woodwork. “Plus, I really enjoyed the networking and meeting as
many AWI members as possible from different regions of the country,” Travis said.
He also was interested in learning what everyone is working on and why.
“My generation of business owners has different ideas about business. We are
more technologically savvy and well acquainted with social media, and we need to
take more risks to be successful. The education sessions are vital for second generation managers in key positions. Younger people will get their money’s worth
and in fact, gain a huge return on their investment,” Travis said.
“It is extremely beneficial to surround ourselves with the movers and shakers
in this industry, and AWI did just that. They brought relevant topics (Change,
Brand Building, New Age Sales and Facility Maximization) backed with industry leading speakers.” z
Travis Gingery is Vice President of Custom Woodworks, Ltd. of Sioux City, IA. The company was
founded in 1982 and currently occupies a 30,000 sq. ft. facility employing 40 individuals. Travis
is a second generation member of this family-owned business. He is active in the AWI Iowa/
Nebraska Chapter, currently serving as Vice President. Custom Woodworks has been an AWI
Manufacturing Member since 1983 and is a QCP Licensee. www.customwoodworksltd.com
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EDUCATION FOUNDATION

AWI’s Education Foundation Announces 2018
Scholarship Awards

T

he Architectural
Woodwork Institute
Education Foundation
(AWIEF) recently
announced the award
of nine finalists and winners of the
2018 AWIEF Scholarship Award
program. The combined total award
was $24,000 in scholastic financial
aid bestowed to assist in the education
and training of our woodwork industry’s successor generation.

Financial contributions from the
industry are important and essential in supporting local woodwork
programs and students.
The nine award recipients were
chosen from a pool of applicants
nominated in April 2018 by Woodwork
Technology Instructors from secondary and post-secondary schools across
the U.S.
AWIEF Chairman Kent Gilchrist
said, “This year’s Scholarship Program
attracted a large number of talented
individuals from a broad pool of participating institutions illustrating the
steadily increasing abilities exhibited
by the applicants. The AWIEF board
is confident that this is evidence of
students envisioning themselves taking
their place in manufacturing or in
managerial roles in the architectural
woodwork industry.”
The AWIEF Board of Directors evaluated nominees on scholastic GPA scores,

8

reference letters from instructors and
others along with documentation composed by the nominee. As in the past,
the AWIEF gives special consideration
to nominees who are on an education
track that supports their future career
choice in the woodwork industry.
The nine finalists who received
the AWIEF Scholarships were from
both secondary and post-secondary
institutions and based on education
track length, are:

• $ 3,000 each awarded to: Gage

Davis, Gunter High School, Gunter,
TX; Sarah Provard, Utah Valley
University, Orem, UT; Elizabeth
Conley, Madison Area Technical
College, Madison, WI.

• $2,500 each awarded to: Gavin

Joyce, East Montgomery High
School, Mount Gilead, NC; Noah
Gray, Dale Jackson Career Center,
Lewisville, TX; Moriah Ross,
Pittsburg State University, Pittsburg,
KS; Bryan Osario, Cerritos College,
Norwalk, CA; Devin Bascom, Utah
Valley University, Orem, UT; and
Nate Gendron, New England College
of Architectural Woodworking,
Easthampton, MA.

In 2012, the AWIEF began with
a $300,000 endowment from the
Architectural Woodwork Institute
to assure the Foundation’s long-term
operation as a key vehicle for fostering

The Architectural Woodwork Institute

interest and commitment to the
architectural woodwork industry
as a viable career path and employment with industry manufacturers and suppliers. “Financial
contributions from the industry
are important and essential in
supporting local woodwork programs and those students who will
secure employment locally,” AWI
Executive VP Phil Duvic said.
For information about the
AWIEF and to make a contribution, visit www.awinet.org. z

New AWI
Members
AWI NEWS
MANUFACTURERS
Allan Commercial Millwork
Sherman, TX
Commercial Casework
Industries
Dacula, GA
J&J Woodwork Furniture
Bedford Park, IL
Lami Wood Products
Corporation
St. Charles, MO
Note: These new members joined
AWI in April 2018.
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